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Introduction
❖ Fermi γ-ray Space Telescope is 

the most sensitive γ-ray 
satellite ever built by mankind

❖ It works in 20-500 GeV energy 
range

❖ Fermi has two onboard 
instruments
❖ Large Area Telescope
❖ Gamma-ray Burst Monitor



Introduction
❖ LAT is the primary workhorse 

and GBM is the secondary 
instrument

❖ LAT is used to study the 
extremely energetic events 
(novae, pulsars, AGN, 
starburst galaxies etc.)

❖ The primary function of GBM 
is to detect fast γ-ray transient 
events i.e., γ-ray bursts



Introduction
❖ We will analyze LAT data of the blazar 3C 279 (z=0.536)

❖ It was in an extremely high activity state in 2015 June

❖ The observed flux is the highest ever measured from this object (see 
details in Paliya, ApJ Letters, 2015, 808, L48)



Aim of the work & Methodology
❖ The final aim of any data analysis work is to derive the best possible 

estimate for the characteristics (flux & spectral info) of a source
❖ We will use the Maximum Likelihood Analysis which has been 

successfully used in the γ-ray analysis of EGRET data and has also 
a central role in LAT data analysis

❖ The likelihood (L) is the probability of obtaining the data given an 
input model

❖ In our case, the input model is the distribution of γ-ray sources in 
the sky, and includes their intensity and spectra

❖ One will maximize L to get the best match of the model to the data



Likelihood Analysis in a Nutshell
Input data

Binning/CMAP/LC
gtbin

Region selection
gtselect

Exposure
gtltcube

gtexpmap

Source model
definition

modeleditor

Diffuse response
gtdiffrsp

Likelihood
gtlike

Results



Before we start: Prerequisites
❖ Fermi-LAT analysis is an extremely computational 

intensive task

❖ It demands both high computer memory and hard disk 
space

❖ To perform a standard analysis, we need the following

❖ Fermi analysis software: ScienceTools

❖ Event files

❖ Spacecraft file



fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/analysis/software/

http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/analysis/software/


fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/cgi-bin/ssc/LAT/LATDataQuery.cgi

http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/cgi-bin/ssc/LAT/LATDataQuery.cgi


Source region & ROI
❖ Due to large LAT psf at low energies, to analyze a single source, 

the counts within a region around the source have to be included

❖ This region is called “region of interest” (ROI)

❖ The ROI should be several times the typical psf size

❖ Nearby sources will contribute to the ROI, so they have to be 
modeled as well. The region that includes these additional 
sources is called the “source region”

❖ The “source region” is centered on the ROI, with a radius that is 
larger than the ROI radius by several psf length scales





Tools initiation
❖ Open two terminals

❖ Go to the directory containing LAT data (the folder I 
distributed)

❖ Type ‘fermiinit’ in the first terminal and press Enter

❖ Type ‘heainit’ in the second terminal and press Enter

❖ Let’s start with the first terminal (with ‘fermiinit’)



Step 1: Event selection

❖ Performs selection cuts in event data file, typically to define the ROI 
with event belonging to certain class (here SOURCE class)



Step 1: Good time selection

❖ Create Good Time Intervals (GTIs) based on selections made using 
the spacecraft (SC) data file variables

❖ The tool gtmktime is used to update the GTI extension and make 
cuts based on SC parameters contained in the SC file. A GTI is a 
time range when the data can be considered valid



Step 2: Inspecting the ROI

❖ This step is optional but it is always a good practice to take a look 
of the ROI, identify sources, and to ensure that the field looks 
sensible as simple sanity check





Exposure map calculation

❖ gtltcube calculates integrated livetime as a function of sky position 
and off-axis angle



Exposure map calculation

❖ It creates exposure maps needed to compute the predicted number 
of photons within a given ROI

❖ Integral of the total response (effective area x energy dispersion x 
psf) over entire ROI



Source model



Diffuse Galactic γ-ray background



Source model
❖ For this analysis, a simple model including just 3C 279 and 

the Galactic and isotropic backgrounds are OK 

❖ This is reasonable because 3C 279 was extremely bright 
during the time period covered in this work and the effect 
of other faint sources can be neglected

❖ In general, one should include more sources, lying in the 
source region, in the model file

❖ This is because of overlapping psf of nearby sources

❖ Check out user contributed script “make3FGLxml.py” 





Diffuse response calculation
❖ Calculates the integral over solid angle of a diffuse source model 

convolved with the instrumental response function

❖ The gtdiffrsp tool will perform these integrations and add the results as an 
additional column for each diffuse source into the event file

❖ First, let us check whether the diffuse response columns are present or not

{Run this command in the second terminal}



Diffuse response calculation

{Run this command in the second terminal}



Likelihood fitting
❖ Now, we are ready for likelihood fitting
❖ The input model file (model.xml) represents the initial guess of the 

spectral parameters
❖ The software will perform the fitting & the output parameters 

associated with the best fit will be extracted (output_1.xml)
❖ But, keep in mind that the software does not know whether a power 

law is a good fit or a log parabola would be better
❖ We will fit both the models and will compare the results



First fitting: PL model

Note down
this

number



PL fitting results

Fit is not good
beyond

few GeV!
Curvature?

save results.dat file as results_PL.dat
cp results.dat results_PL.dat



Second fitting: LP model

Note down
this

number



LP fitting results

save results.dat file as results_LP.dat
cp results.dat results_LP.dat

Fit is
relatively

better



Comparing models
❖ TScurve test

❖ TScurve = 2[loglikelihood(LP) - loglikelihood(PL)]

❖ TScurve > 16 implies a significant curvature in the 
spectrum

❖ TScurve~100

❖ This suggests that during 2015 June outburst, the γ-ray 
spectrum of 3C 279 was significantly curved (Why? 
Physics??)



Light curves
❖ Scripting is required

• determine required time binning

• bin data in time with gtselect

• run the analysis

• parse the output files

❖ Beware of the number of free 
parameters! You may consider holding 
some parameters fixed

• e.g., spectral index

• parameters of steady or faint sources



Spectrum
❖ Scripting is required

• determine required energy binning

• bin data in energy with gtselect

• run the analysis

• parse the output files

❖ Beware of the number of free 
parameters! You may consider 
holding many parameters 
fixed

• e.g., spectral index

• parameters of steady or faint sources



Final remarks
❖ The entire Fermi-LAT analysis can be performed within 

Python environment

❖ Python has many advantages over the conventional 
analysis method (e.g., weak source removal, upper limit 
calculation)

❖ Search in Google to find out more about Fermi analysis 
as many interesting tools have not been discussed here



Conference over! Get some rest :)


